Abstract-Carrier-free short pulse widely employed in UWB radar is brought into high-resolution sonar system, which has unique advantages: attaining more target information, restraining fluctuation of reverberation envelop efficiently in short-range detection and achieving accurate estimation. In essence such pulse is transiently short in time domain and wide in frequency domain, and as such it is difficult to separate signal to noise based on Fourier Transform spectrum. So as to seek for detection methods of short pulse, minor differences of energy distribution of time-frequency characteristics are presented on three time-frequency methods such as Short Time Fourier Transform, Wavelet Transform and Hilbert-Huang Transform. With these results, a tri-channel detector is established for such underwater short pulse in noise environment, which is generally suitable not only for detection module of underwater sonar system but also that of radar system.
I. INTRODUCTION
Carrier-free short pulse as Ultra-Wideband Signal [1] is kind of transient signal and widely applied in detection, imaging, accurate orientation and target identification, as has relatively large instantaneous bandwidth with considerable information, anti-jamming capability, good stealth and anti-stealth effect, etc. Taken into Sonar system, its has unique advantages [2] [3] : 1) detecting invisible or quiet target because of broadband characteristics of both low-frequency and high-frequency; while stealthy design of the target is always effective on certain frequency band, as long as Sonar system has a sufficiently wide signal bandwidth invisible target can be detected; 2) high range resolution, distinguishing between the target scattering points; separation of multipath channel signals; 3) a good ability of identification, separation of the response of different target in different areas, highlighting the target characteristics for identification; 4) ultra-short-range detection capability; 5) to reduce the reverberation fluctuation; 6) anti-jamming performance.
Carrier-free pulse is not only kind of Ultra-Wideband (UWB) signal as definition, but also transient signal. Detection method of UWB signal is gradually mature on derived Raker receivers [4] and has applications in communications at low SNR [5] ; some are correlators using the optimal deterministic template to optimize a deterministic template to achieve the maximum energy capture capability in the sense of ensemble average [6] . Novel detection methods not based on correlation are also investigated. A subspace-based detection method [7] is proposed for analog space-time codes wedded with UWB transmissions. Without estimating the channels at the receiver, the proposed algorithm yields the estimation of transmitted symbols by minimizing some quadratic form built on the orthogonality between signal and noise subspaces. Dai [8] researches Cramer-Rao lower bound on the basis of the Maximum Likelihood rule and gives precision of vital signal detection. A compressed sensing theory is developed to correctly detect original transmitted signal in Ref [9] , while the estimation performance is improved by 4.5dB. There detection methods are not completely suitable for underwater detection because of different pulse width and transmission channel. Except for traditional detection method for underwater transient signal, such as correlation detection [10] and peak energy detection [11] , novel methods fit for underwater conditions are also investigated. Hartley Phase Cepstrum offers improved detection and localizations of a sequence of transient events [12] . For Sonar detection and target identification, Wu [13] provided methods of detecting weak transient signal according to the sudden change of prediction error in chaotic background.
Except for detection based on channel or pulse wave, single or combined time frequency analysis is also widely employed. Because of the shortcomings of current feature extraction and fault diagnosis technologies, a new approach based on wavelet packet decomposition (WPD) and empirical mode decomposition (EMD) are combined to extract fault feature frequency and neural network for rotating machinery early fault diagnosis is proposed [14] . A new automatic transient detection and localization for analysis of power quality disturbances is analyzed. The proposed method is based on an over-complete dictionary (OCD) matrix and an ℓ1-norm minimization algorithm. Experiment results show that the proposed method provides accurate time-information of impulsive and oscillatory transients under high levels of noise, and also preserves signature of transient events [15] . Masoum [16] uses PQ (Power Quality), which has become a major concern owing to increased use of sensitive electronic equipment, to detect these disturbance waveforms automatically in an efficient manner. It is the fact that PQ disturbances vary in a wide range of time and frequency, which make automatic detection of PQ problems often difficult and elusive to diagnose, as is same to underwater short pulse. PQ disturbances have been defined into several categories and software based novel approach techniques for detection of PQ disturbances by time and frequency analysis where wavelet transform are proposed. These techniques detect PQ problems of waveform distortion and provide a promising tool in the field of electrical power quality problems.
As electronic technique develops, complex system is realizable and real-time. The problem faced is highresolution detection, while it is economic to add new algorithm to original system. Short pulse with short time duration has the characteristics of transient signals. Its time-frequency characteristics are fundamental for target detection and identification which has important applications in the detection of quiet target. As so, three time-domain frequency methods are employed for obtaining spectrum characteristics to compose a trichannel detector.
The paper is organized as follows. The time-frequency principles and formula are briefly presented in Section II. Underwater target echo is shown in Section III. Spectrum and time-frequency analysis result is described in Section IV. A tri-channel detector is developed and detector performance is shown in Section V. In Section V, the conclusion is collected, while lack of such detector and the future research is presented.
II. TIME FREQUENCY ANALYSIS PRINCIPLES
Time-frequency analysis plays a significant role in signal detection. Instantaneous wide bandwidth in frequency domain is an important feature of carrier-free short pulse. Traditional Fourier Transform (FT) is a kind of global transformation without detailed frequency information. Three time-frequency methods are employed to analyze short pulse and obtain its time-frequency characteristics, which provides theoretical basis for detection. The principles of Short Time Fourier Transform, Wavelet Transform and Hilbert-Huang Transform are expressed as follows.
A. Short Time Fourier Transform
With the development of electronics technique, as well as signal detection systems based on short-time Fourier transform become practical and widely applied.
Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT) can be regarded as local spectrum near analysis time, STFT of discrete time signal x (n) may then be defined as [17] ( ) ( ) 
Equation (1) shows that ( ) w n , the window function, selectively determines the portion of ( ) x n which is being analyzed, i. e., ( ) w n can be considered as a single lowpass filters uniformed spaced in frequency with the determination of all of the properties of the filter bank.
In STFT, discrete signal ( ) x n first multiplies by analysis window central at time t before Fourier transform. As window function's time shift and frequency shift modulation, it's equivalent to obtain a slice of signal in the vicinity of analysis time point, that is, the local spectrum. Slice at any time t is the local spectrum of the signal at the moment. More important is that once a window has been chosen for the STFT, the time-frequency resolution is fixed over the entire timefrequency plane.
The spectrum of STFT is defined as square of modulus value
There is few single use of STFT for application, because of its uniformed property as filter, which cannot discover the nonlinear frequency part of wideband signal. However, for energy detection especially for generalized Gaussian pulse, more frequency band is helpful.
B. Wavelet Transform
To analyze signal structures of very different sizes, it is necessary to use time-frequency analysis with different time supports.
In a Wavelet Transform (WT), the notion of scale is introduced as an alternative to frequency, leading to a socalled time-scale representation and having multiresolution characteristics, which features are suitable for the detection of transient signals. WT uses short windows at high frequencies and long windows at low frequencies, as is in the spirit of so-called "constant-Q" or constant relative bandwidth frequency analysis. It could effectively focus on the instantaneous part of the signal and overcome the resolution limitation of the STFT. WT is defined as follows [18] 
Where a and b are the scale parameter and translation parameter, respectively; ( ) t ϕ is the wavelet function.
The scalogram is defined as the square of WT modulus values
Wavelet Transform has found comprehensive application in narrowband and wideband signal estimation. Here simple form of WT is chosen, because of its calculation time. Moreover, it is to verify various methods with different principles can avoid fakes and get better performance in detection although with nonmodified method.
C. Hilbert-Huang Transform
Researches have shown that pre-mentioned STFT and WT are time-frequency analysis based on FT, and inevitably influenced by defects of FT, such as fake frequency and redundant signal component. Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD), recently been pioneered by N.E. Huang et al [19] , breaks the limitations of FT. The method enables a decomposition of a nonlinear and nonstationary signal into its characteristics scales, so called Intrinsic Mode Function (IMF). The basis of empirical mode decomposition is the assumption that any signal consists of multiple intrinsic modes of oscillation. Especially for transiently and locally signal, Rilling [20] modified EMD to local EMD.
Given a signal ( ) x t , the effective algorithm of local EMD can be summarized as follows:
1) identify all extrema of ( ) EMD is on a basis of the data itself, making the decomposition flexible and adaptive.
Through sifting process, Intrinsic Mode Function (IMF) are obtained for spectrum as
According to (7) to calculate the IMFs energy moment and according to (8) if the signal is discrete [21] 
Where t ∆ is the period of data samples, n is the total number of data samples and k represents the number of data samples. Finally, built the eigenvector and make it as T by normalization 1 2 3 [ , , , , ]/
T is the percent of the energy of ( ) i c t in the whole signal energy. From (7) and (8), we can see that the IMF's energy moment not only contains the size of IMFs energy, but also considers the distribution of IMF's energy with the time parameter t . Thus, the IMFs energy moment in the aspect of revealing energy distribution for a signal is better than simple IMF energy.
Without FT and its drawbacks, HHT gives intrinsic mode without losing any information. The low frequency energy residual is higher than FT method.
III. TARGET ECHO
In this paper, the carrier-free narrow pulses is generalized Gaussian signal, widely used in ultrawideband signals in the radar and now studied as underwater acoustic emission signal. The waveform is
Where E is peak value of energy, a is Gaussian spread parameters ( 1 s − ), t ∆ is nominal duration, m t is the time of peak energy.
Fractional bandwidth is defined as 
2( )
, the waveform of such short pulse is shown in Figure 1 . The signal has instantaneous 3dB bandwidth of 18.8kHz and central frequency is 17.6kHz, in accordance with the definition of ultra-wideband signal in (7), whose fractional bandwidth f B is much larger than 0.2, as Figure 2 .
Such short pulse signal is broadband and cannot neglect the transmission loss in the ocean. The absorption coefficient is half-experienced summed up by 
Here T means thermodynamic temperature. The unit of c a is km/dB. Precise target echo cannot be obtained only by analyzed or experiments. The analyzed method is so ideal that complex environment is simplified, while method based on experiments contains different noise with different environment. The target echo is not precisely to obtained yet in anechoic pool. Generalized Gaussian pulse is emitted by programmable signal source without amplifier at the depth of 3m in anechoic pool, direct wave and target echo wave are received by hydrophone with 58dB gain as in Figure 3 . Small noise still can be observed.
Combing analyzed pulse and experiment pulse, target echo pulse is fitted at short range. Through it, simulated target echo pulse is obtained. Considering transmission loss in underwater channel and target effect, pulse width becomes wider provided the target has only one highlight point. The negative peak increases relatively to positive peak. Target echo simulation depends on [23] , while target echo of such pulse can be seen Figure 4 . Analysis results based on time-frequency is discussed as follows. Short Gaussian pulse has transient time span and band width. The spectrum power distributes widely at low frequencies with Gaussian envelop, which is shown in Figure 2 . Just from FT method, it is insufficient to detect short pulse. To know how the time and frequency varies at the same time, time-frequency method is performed.
IV. TIME-FREQUENCY ANALYSIS RESULT

A. STFT Result
After STFT for short pulse, the spectrum is presented in Figure 5 . The time-frequency distribution focuses on pulse time, while the energy distribution at different frequency is observable. From the contour line as Figure  6 , detailed information and peak energy time are obtained. Energy is higher as the contour line is whiter. Because STFT has the same resolution at different frequency blocks, small energy of short pulse can be seen, such as the part of 30kHz-35kHz and 0kHz-5kHz. Energy summation in pulse width in contour can be employed for detection.
STFT spectrum has full frequency domain information, while the energy distributes uniformly. At a time point, more than one frequency bin appear. For transient short pulse, it is more complex and harder for detection than harmonic wave.
B. WT Result
Morlet Wavelet Transform is performed on underwater carrier-free echo pulse, and then the scalospectrum is demonstrated in Figure 7 .
Because of the imperfect matching of Morlet wavelet, pulse width extends wider. However, Morlet WT gives prominence to low frequency. For contour and scalogram, time-frequency distribution is waterdrop-shaped, energy focus in low frequency in more time duration. Small energy of some frequency is lost but not important for time-frequency distribution. Different energy distribution in pulse width can be used for such short pulse detection.
In Figure 8 , detailed energy distribution is presented. The peak energy can be seen not as a point but a circle in the contour. The central part has more energy when the contour lines get wider.
One time point corresponds with different frequencies and one frequency bin corresponds with different time points. Low frequency and high frequency with low energy is drop-out. 
C. HHT Result
While local EMD is acted on underwater carrier-free echo pulse, HHT spectrum is shown in Figure 9 . In this part there are three main IMFs presented. Because EMD acts approximately as dyadic filter, peak frequency of third IMF is almost half of that of second IMF. IMFs with correlations are chosen to be viewed and prepared for detection.
HHT has the advantages of fine resolution, while HHT spectrum is approximately equivalent to contour information, checking fig9 and Figure 10 . Different IMFs have same low frequency part and extraordinary high frequency part. As this matter, special fine resolution can be used for target recognition. In three consecutive IMF line, when short pulse appears, the frequency relative to time varies consecutively and differently. The frequency different between consecutive frequency point is large.
For HHT spectrum, the frequency bins separated in different IMFs. In each IMF, one time corresponds with one frequency. IMF is an intrinsic method to separate complex time and frequency correspondence appeared in other time-frequency methods. However, seriously the analysis loses high-frequency part.
Combining three time-frequency characteristics, a trichannel detector can be employed for short pulse detection and recognition, with pulse width energy based on STFT, energy distribution in pulse width based on WT and precise recognition based on HHT. 
V. TRI-CHANNEL DETECTOR
Time-frequency characteristic is presented in Section IV. With these characteristics, a tri-channel detector is developed to detect short pulse. The flow of the detector is demonstrated as Figure 11 .
The criterion of decision device is as follows. Decision device 1 has the characteristics: the highest energy with consecutive frequency distribution and lower energy in the vicinity; in the signal frequency domain, very high and very low frequency still have part energy. Decision device 2 has the characteristics: the same highest energy as STFT, but low frequency energy is higher than low energy. Decision device 3 has the characteristics: likepulse IMF and at pulse time the frequency changes not so as consecutive frequency change as STFT and WT. The decision devices are summation or product of transforms.
Single detection with STFT, WT and HHT with separate decision devices, the probability of detection (PD) comparing summation energy of different frequency points to the product ones is in Figure 12 , Figure 13 and Figure 14 at different SNR. Line with '﹡' dot presents the product detection, while line with '·' presents the summation detection.
For single detection, STFT spectrum product detection has better performance than the other two methods at both summation and product detection. As is that frequency spectrum distributes widely in frequency domain of signal spectrum domain. Except for maximum energy and its vicinity, the spectrum of echo signal exists in lots of frequency band. More correlation frequency band product enhances the occurrence of echo. WT spectrum product detection enhances not the same as STFT spectrum product detection, because the low frequency points extend energy domain, which brings the wider of pulse at low frequency point and the energy does not focus at maximum energy point with fake ones. WT method without modification become well when SNR>0, but WT method cost lots of calculation time.
HHT spectrum product method is not as good as that of STFT or WT even at low-SNR, because the processing is only based on transient signal. When underwater sound pulse is buried in noise, the short pulse cannot be seen as transient signal. Combing the three time-frequency analysis methods with decision devices, the probability of detection is in Figure  15 at different SNR. Totally the summation methods are no better than product methods, although when the SNR increases its PD increases rapidly. Because product of signal component by transform reduce the correlation of noise and keep the components' correlation.
It is not traditionally discovered that detection based on STFT is better than WT transform. We can find the reason from the figures given. Figure 16 is demonstrated that much frequency bins give contribution to energy detection. WT obtain higher energy at the maximum frequencies but perform worse than STFT. From Figure 17 and Figure 18 , correlation coefficient of frequency bins at 0.1 kHz, 2 kHz, 4.3 kHz, 9 kHz with other frequency bins are presented. Correlation coefficient of STFT is larger than that of WT. Well number of IMFs is smallest comparing with the other method. So the STFT gets best performance as a single detection method and raise detection probability at a whole, especially with low SNR.
From the correlation of different components by transform, it is known that more correlation components with correlation make detection method well.
VI. CONCLUSION
Carrier-free short pulse generalized used in UWB radar is taken into underwater detection in high-resolution Sonar. Considering its transient relative wideband and short time duration, echo pulse of target at near field is simulated considering transmission loss of underwater channel.
It is still confirmed that short pulse is extended by transmission distance. Negative peak amplitude relative to positive peak amplitude is increasing visible. Simulated target echo is more practical for ocean environment. To get more information for detection, time-frequency analysis of such short pulse is presented in this paper to get precise result. A tri-channel detector is established to detect such short pulse. Comparing with single detector and trichannel detection, probability of detection gives the performance of such detector.
It is demonstrated that more channels with different time-frequency methods merge more information and overcome the limitation of single detector. Although it brings complexity of systems, recent electronics development makes it practical and real-time.
With basic transform without modification, probability of detection works well. Furthermore, with modification, it is probable to obtain better performance of detector, which can be investigated in the future work. 
